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because of the nature of their jobs ESL program administrators have to wear many

different hats they are called on to be supervisors organizers advocates and

oftentimes troubleshooterstrouble shooters they have to deal with competing pressures from above

and below while trying to balance the various goals of a sponsoring institution with the

needs of teachers and students more often than not program administrators have

nothing but their own experience to guide them as they learn what works and what

doesnt for such administrators this book is a godsend it addresses many of the daily

hassles program directors put up with and offers practical and concrete suggestions to

those who find themselves by choice or default with the unenviable task of running an

ESL program

the book a collection of articles by respected experts in the field recognizes that
an administrators job is multifacetedmulti faceted each section explores individually the roles that

directors are required to play leader promoter organizer visionary the editors have

a good understanding of the challenges administrators face and through carefully
selected articles provide useful insights into a wide variety of situations program
directors will inevitably encounter each chapter focuses on a different aspect of a

directors job whether it be strategic planning budgeting reporting or communicating
with an academic community which may not clearly see how the goals of an ESL

program relate to the overall mission of their institution

the sections on leadership time and personnel management are in my opinion the

most useful because they provide a common sense approach to the everyday problems
which are the lot of program administrators the book emphasizes planning decision

making and negotiation skills as a practical alternative to crisis management which can
result when program directors are placed in administrative positions with neither the

tools nor the experience they need to cope with the tasks thrust upon them the
profession has needed a book like this for a long time
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while no book can sufficiently prepare a program administrator for every situation
he or she may come across A handbook for language program administrators goes a

long way in addressing the major issues and concerns ESL program directors have to

deal with and should be required reading for anyone contemplating a position or career
in program administration particularly at a US institution of higher learning
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